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 No Name of

Environmental

Organization

Year of

Formation

Headquarter Abbreviation

1. Nature Friends

International

1895 Vienna

(Austria)

NFI

2. World Wide Fund

for Nature 

1961 Gland

(Switzerland)

WWF

3. Greenpeace 1969 Amsterdam

(Netherlands)

GP

  





4. United Nations

Environment

Programme

1972

Nairobi

(Kenya)

UNEP

5. Global Environment

Facility

1992 Washington

(USA)

GEF

6. Alliance of Religions

and Conservation

1995 Kelston

Park(UK)

ARC

7. Global Footprint

Network

2003 California

(USA)

GFN

 





















 









 




















 



  





 
 
























 


















The environmental crisis may in fact be said to

have been accused by mans refusal to see God as

the real environment which surrounds him and

nourishes his life (19)
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Staionary sources of pollution are industrial

plants, powergenerating stations, construction

projects and solid wastes(29)










 















  








 


























 









 
































  































 














































  









 


















  

 


 
  
 

Habitat:Refers to the natural home or dwelling place of an organism.


Reeta Rani, Dictionay of Biology,Anmol Publications,Pvt.Ltd. New

Delhi, p.172

 
Environment, the complex of physical chemical,and biotic factors

that act upon an organism or an ecological community and

ultimately determine its form and survival. The New Encyclopedia

of Britannica,Volume3,p.512)

6- Eng. Akthtar K. Bhatti, Dr. GuleJannat,The Holy Quran On

Environment, Royal Book Company,Karachi,1995, p.20

 





7- Raj, Gardeep, Dictionary of Environment,Anmol Publications,

Pvt.Ltd., N.Delhi(India),1992, p.70

8- M. S. Rao, Dictionary of Geography, Anmol Publications, Pvt.Ltd.,

N.Delhi(India),p.137

9- Haroon Yahya(Adnan Oktar),The creation of the universe,Global

Yayniclick,2005,,p.86


 






 


 

 


13.The New Encyclopedia Britannica,Vol4,p.354

 
Ecosystem;Refers to a community of interdependent organisms

together with the environment which they inhabit and with which

they interact e.g., a pond, an Oakwood.Raj, Gardeep, Dictionary of

Environment, p.67

15- The New Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol41978,p.359

 


 
 

4321?1410   
19- Seyyed Nasr Hossein,The Need for a Sacred Science, Routledge, 

2005,p.134

 
 

 

  





 







 

 

 













  
 

 
 

29. Fazle Karim Khan,AGeography of Pakistan Environment, People

and Economy,Oxford University Press, Oxford,1991,p.69
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 (Natal Indian Congress)



















  















 



















 

























 






  


































 












I could not live for a single second without

religion. Many of my friends despair of me

because they say even my politics are derived from

religion. And they are right. My politics and all

other activities of mine are derived from my

religion. I go further and say that every activity of

man of religion must be derived from his religion

because religion means being bound to God.(8)
















  
































  

 





















 







 



 


  


































  












 















 
 





  
















God is not a person..... God is the force. He is the

essence of l ife . He is  pure and undefiled

consciousness. He is eternal. And yet, strangely

enough, all are not able to derive either benefit

from or shelter in the all-pervading living

presence.(22)













 









 (Thomas Carlyle) 







 (Washington Irving) 
 (Mahmet and his Succesors) 




















  






 

 Foreword'The Sayings of Mohammad' 
I have read Sir Abdullah Suhrawardy's collections

of the sayings of the Prophet with much interest

and profit. They are among the treasures of

mankind, not merely Muslims.(29)

 














Muhammad was a great Prophet. He was brave

and feared no man but God alone. He was never

found to say one thing and do another. He acted as

he felt. The Prophet was a Faqir, he could have

commanded wealth if he had so desired. I shed

tears when I read of the privations, he, his family

and companions suffered voluntarily. How can a

 





truth-seeker like me help respect one whose mind

was constantly fixed on God, who ever walked in

God's fear and who had boundless compassion for

mankind.(31)
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You must know how to restrain your anger, if you

desire to maintain non-violence in action for any

length of time. Hazrat Ali, the hero of Islam, was

once spat upon by an adversary; and it is my

conviction that if he had not restrained his anger at

the time, Islam would not have maintained its

unbroken career of progress up to the present

time.(42)




  














All religions in the world are thus strict in regard

to pledges ... Even if only a few among you take

the pledge, we shall have reward through them.

Muslim students have before them the example of

Imams Hassan and Hussain. Islam has not been

kept alive by the sword, but by the many fakirs

with a high sense of honor whom it has produced

... I have nothing to give you in the way of

excitement ... I want to give you quiet courage. I

want you to have hearts pure enough for

self-sacrifice, for tapascharya.(43)


 



 


 





 













 


 











 





  






















1Gandhi's responses to Islam, Sheila Mc Donough, D.K. Print World

(p) ltd. New Delhi, 1994, P:05

 

 

 
 

6 The Hindu-Muslim Unity, Ed. by Anand.T. Hingorani, Bharatiya

Vidya Bhavan, Bombay, 1965, p.65

 

 






8 Education Gandhi and Man, Selected Writings, Khawaja Ghulamus

Saiyyadain, Edited by: Akhtarul Wasey & Farhat Ihsas, Shipra

Publications, 2008, P:54

 


 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22 All Men are Brothers (Life and Thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi as

told in his own words, by Krishna Kripalani, Jitendra T Desai,

Navajivan Mudranalaya, Ahmedabad, 1960, P:79

  
 

26 Ganghi's Responses to Islam, p.66

27 The Hindu Muslim Unity, p.90

  





 


29 The Sayings of Muhammad, Allama Sir Abdullah Al-Mamun Al-

Suhrawardy, John Murray, Albemarle Street, London, W. 1954, p.07

 
31https://archive.thedailystar.net/forum/2010/august/gandhi.htm

 




To Hindu & Muslim-Edited by Hingramp, p.469    
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

42 Ganghi's Responses to Islam, P.P:115-116

43https://archive.thedailystar.net/forum/2010/august/gandhi.htm
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5- Rosenthal, I.J. Polit ical Thought in Medieval Islam,

Cambridge University Press, 1962, P.67

 
  

 



 

 

 Euro-Centrism  





 
  

Mukherjee,Aditya,Challanges to the Social Sciences in

the 21st Century, Economic and Political Weekly,

Vol.XLVIII, No 37 September14,2013

  





 


  



 

 

 (Satanic Philosophy)
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The Quran  
  

 The Quran Prepared




 Translation of the Holy Quran 

 

























 
 


Holy Qur'an, Text, Translation and Commentary

 The  Holy 
 


 


Meaning of the Glorious Koran

The  Meaning 
 Koran 

 The 


 The  Holy Quran 
Meaning 

 The  of the Glorious Quran


 Koran 




  











 The 




 
 

 




 Qur'an 




 
 K  Koran 

 
 Koran 

 










  


The Meaning of the Glorious Koran, An

Exp lana to ry Trans la t ion  by Mohammed

Marmaduke Pickthall

 Quran 

 






 Muhammad  a  U 










Yusuf ali Allah buksh, an official in surat's police

force. On retirement in 1885, Allahbuksh was

given the title of Khan Bahadur, an award the Raj

bestowed on Muslims for some act of public

service or philanthropy(4)





 


 


 



  





 blank verse 



 Appendices 





These messages came as inspiration

To Muhammad as the need arose,

On different occasions and in different places
He recited them, and they were recorded

By the penthey were imprinted on his heart

And mind, and on the memory

Of his loving disciplesas the body

Of Sacred Scripture grew, it was arranged

For purposes of public prayer and reading
This is the Book, or the Reading, or the Qur'an.(6) 


 Blank Verse 











 





1.On the Abbreviated Letters. 
2.On the Taurat. 
3.On the Injil 
4.Egyptian Chronology and 

Israel.




5.Egyptian Religion and its 

Steps towards Islam




6.Allegorical Interpretation of 

the Story of Joseph.




 7.Who was Zul-qarnain? 
8.Mystic Interpretation of the 

Verse of Light.



9.Thamud Inscriptions at 

al-Hijr


 …

10.First contact of Islam with 

World Movements.




11.Comparative Chronology of 

the Early Years of Islam.




12.The Muslim Heaven 
13.Ancient Forms of Pagan 

Worship.



14.Oaths and Adjurations in 

the Qur'an.




 

 


  








 Leopold Weiss 








''Muhammad Asad.... was born Leopold Weiss in

July 1900...... he was the descendant of a long line

of rabbis''.(8)




An Austrian 
 Jewish Convert to Islam 





 

 tribes 
 capital  T 




 






tribes tribe  't'  small 
capital 

 The Tribes  'T' 


 
 Baptise  Baptism  


''(Our religion is) The Baptism of God And who

can baptise better than God?''

  Baptiser 
 Baptism  


 Baptiser






 Leg


 

 


''And one leg (will be placed) with another.''



  





 Leg 
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 Anne Fremantle  











''On 7 April, 1875, Marmaduke William was born

in Cambridge Taerrace, w.2''(20)

 



 


''Marmaduke William Pickthall was born in

Cambridge Terrace, London, on 7 April 1875, the

son of Mary O'Brien (18361904)and the

Reverend Charles Grayson Pickthall (18221881)''

(21)

 


  



 





 


''On May 18he complained of pain after luncheon,

but Muriel declared, and both agreed, it was only

indigestion. Next morning at breakfast he seemed

perfectly well, but whilst reading the newspapers

  





felt ill and went upstaires to lie down. Muriel

fallowed him to their bedroom and as she entered

the room he took two steps to meet her and fell

dead in her arms of coronary thrombosis.''(22)

 


 





 




 Coronary Thrombosis 


Peter Clark  



''One day in the middle of May he became unwell

after lunch. The following morning after breakfast

he rested, then got up and collapsed. He died at

eleven o'clock on 19 May 1936 of coronary

thrombosis.''(23)

 



 





 










 


''The first president of the Board of Direction of

''Islamic Culture'' was that staunch friend of

learning, veteran scholar and sound statesman, the

late Nawab ImadulMulk Bahadur, whose son,

Nawab Mahdi Yar Jung is now Secretary to the

Board.''(25)





 


 


''... Nawab Sir Amin Jung, Nawab Hyder Nawaz

Jung, Nawab Nizamat Jung, Nawab Sadr Yar Jung

the present chairman of the Board, and Nawab 

Masood Jung are the men who planned and still

control the policy of the Review.''(26)

 ...




  






 







 ... 


 




''... Two days after our arrival, I was driven out to

Helwan... to visit the Shaykh AlMaraghi. The

Sheykh AlMaraghi had retired when resigned,

for conscience sake, the enormously rich post of

Rector of AlAzhar University.''(28)





 

 





 
 

 

 

 






 

 



 
 




The  The Glorious Quran 
 

 Meaning of the Glorious Quran?

 
 


''When Faud Bey praised my translation, and all

the others called it meritorious, he was evidentily

much embarrassed, until Faud Bey remarked He

will not call it alQuran, he will call it Ma'ani

'ulQuranilMajid(The Meaning of the Glorious

Quran). Then the Rector of AlAzhar smiled. 'If

he does that', he said, 'then there can be no

objection;we shall be pleased with it.''(30)

 








  





  



''The Quran cannot be translated that is the belief

of oldfashioned Shaykhs and the view of the

present writer. The Book is here rendered almost

literally and every effort has been made to choose

befitting language. But the result is not the

Glorious Quran.... It is only an attempt to present

the meaning of the Quran... in English. It can

never take the place of the Quran in Arabic, nor is

it meant to do so.''(31)





 … 




 







 



  





 


 




 


''No, my son, wait until you are older, and have

seen again your native land. You are alone among

us as our boys are alone among the Christians.

God Knows how I should feel if any Christian

teacher dealt with a son of mine otherwise than as

Inow deal with you.''(33)









''Observe this fire. There is a shapely flame, the

light that shines around us, and when Iput my

hand out, there is the heat as well. Iblow, and all is

gone. How many things? You answer three in one,

Ianswer one we both are right.''(34)





  









 


''This suggestion put a strange impression on my

heart. That was so because Iwrongly imagined that

Muslims are always keen and restless to make

other people join them in their religion. But this

conversation with my teacher changed my mind

and Icould not help being convinced that it is only

a false propaganda against Muslims which labels

them to be biased.''(35)




 




 

 


 


 





''One day Isaid to Tal'at Beik You always go about

  





and move here and there without even a personal

guard. You should have guards to defend you

against all sudden and unexpected attacks.

Tal'atBeik, a famous Muslim Turkish leader,

replied 'There is no better guardian than Almighty

Allah. This experience strengthened my belief in

Allah.  I understood from Tal'at  Beik that

according to Islamic belief,  death cannot

anticipate or fall behind its fixed time. Hence this

unusual courage seemed to me very strange in the

beginning.''(36)







 


 







 




''It would be blessing to the world if Islam should once

  





more take the lead in human progress. I am not saying

this to flatter you, nor to applaud myself in a belief which

I have accepted after years of thought and study.''(37)










''The audience present in the lecture hall gave an

ovation to Mr. Pickthall for his having declared

openly a few days before his acceptance of the

Faith of Islam.''(38)

 





 



 New Age Weekly



 A Pilgrimage to Turkey During War Time


 With the Turk in War Time 



  








(Our religion is)the Baptism of God And who can

baptize[baptise]better[than God?.(41)

 
 ''S''  baptise (42)

 ''Z'' 



 ''baptize than God?''(43)


 better  than God 


  

 
 

4- Sherif, M.A., Searching for Solace, Islamic Research Institute,

Islamabad, 2000, p.4


 

6 Yusuf 'Ali, Abdullah, The Holy Qur'an, Text, Translation &

Commentary,Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1938, p.12

 
8- Muhammad Sultan Shah, Dr., The Message of the Qur'a by

  





Muhammad Asad A Critical Study, in Muhammad Asad An

Austrian Jewish Convert to Islam by M. Ikram Chaghatai,Pakistan

Writer's Cooperative Society, Lahore, 2015, p.217

  
  

13- Sherif, M.A., Searching for Solace, p.4
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26 Ibid, p.i
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Quranic Doctrines for Conservation of Bio 

 Diversity and Enviroment Safety  

Quran and Science 
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Abstract of the Articles

The Consultative System in the Age of
Rightly-Guided Caliphs

 Syed Jalaluddin Umari

President Idara-e-Tahqeeq-o-Tasneef-e-Islami, Aligarh

With the study of the age of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs, we

learn that they used to make decisions in all matters only after

consulting with their companions. Hazrat Abu Bakr would

invite selected persons from Muhajireen and Ansars to consult

with them. Hazrat Umar was his right hand. Hazrat Umar kept

Hazrat Ali and Hazrat Abbas very close to him and consulted

with them in important matters. This was also the practice of

other Rightly-Guided Caliphs. In the later  days,  the

consultative ambience of the Islamic government gradually got

affected. 

In the election of Rightly-Guided Caliphs too,

opinionated Companions were consulted with. Only then the

name of the Caliph used to be announced. Hazrat Abu Bakr

was elected in a consultative meeting held in Saqifah Bani

Sa'idah. He took a decision to name Hazrat Umar as Caliph to

succeed him only after seeking consultation with the

Companions. Hazrat Umar formed a committee of six

Companions to elect the next Caliph from among them. Hazrat

Ali was also elected Caliph with the consultation of the

majority of Muhajireen and Ansar Companions.

This article deals with the importance of consultation

practised in the age of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs. 
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Protection of Environment 
in Islamic Perspective
Mr. Abdul Mannan Chima

 Research Scholar, Dept. of Islamic and Arabic Studies,

 University of Sargodha,Sargodha, Pakistan

Email:abdulmanan522@gmailcom

Environmental crisis is a serious and global issue of

the contemporary world. Development of modern science and

technology has made life of human beings luxurious and

comfortable. But on the other side, natural environmental

system has been disturbed badly. The present condition of

environment is a threat to life of human beings and other

living beings. Transport, installation of industries without

treatment plants, brick kilns and thermal power stations are

main causes of environmental crisis. Research reports show

that human beings are living at the risk of environmental

pollution. A large number of human beings are suffering from

diseases because of environmental pollution. Therefore, it is

the need of the hour to address the alarming issue of pollution. 

Islam can play an important role to solve the issue of

environmental crisis. Cleanliness of environment is called part

of Faith in Islam. According to modern science, trees can

minimise air pollution while Islam inspires every Muslim to

plant more and more trees. Islam condemns every kind of

pollution (fasad) and offers precautionary measures to protect

natural environment. Islam clearly commands each individual

to avoid destructive actions. Deforestation and polluting air,
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water and earth are prohibited in Islam. Man is responsible to

protect environment of the earth. 

This research work explores that environment can be

protected by adopting Islamic environmental teachings.
 

Islam and the Thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi
Dr. Muhammad Usama

New Delhi
Email:usama9911@gmail,com

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (d.1948) was a great

politician, socio-religious reformer, preacher of humanity and

standard-bearer of national integration. On one hand he played

a considerable role in the freedom movement while on the

other he also tried to effect Hindu-Muslim unity. His thoughts

and views, statements, speeches, and works bear evidence to

it. He has also expressed his views on the various aspects of

Islam. He was of the view that all religions are true; so, all

should be respected. He used to say that Islam teaches

tolerance towards other religions. He believed in God and bore

a strong influence of the personality of Allah's Messenger (pbuh). 

He used to mention the Messenger with much respect and

realise his greatness. He also realised the Qur'an as a revealed

book. He studied the Qur'an with the help of different

translations of it. He introduced Surah al-Fatiha in the prayer

of his ashram. He declared the lives of Hazrat Abu Bakr and

Hazrat Umar as exemplary and worth emulating. 

This article makes an analytical study of Gandhiji's

thoughts on Islam. 
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Classical Political Thought of Islam and 

the Modern Works Concerned

Dr.Obaidullah Fahad Falahi
Prof. & Ex-Chairman D/o Islamic Studies

Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh
Email:fahad.is@amu.ac.in

The writer, in the first part of the paper, has described

in detail the salient features of Islamic political thought

developed classically in history as: i) the intellectual diversity

and dynamism, ii) continuation of global heritage, iii) idealism

and its coping with realism, and iv) foundation of sociological

studies. He has analysed critically the political thinkers like

Abul Hasan Ash'ari, Qazi al-Numan, Abu Bakr al-Baqillani,

Al-Juwayni, Al-Hilli, Ibn Taimiyah, Al-Mawardi, Al-Tusi,

Al-Dawwni, Ibn Tiqtaqa, Ibn Khaldun,Shah Wali Allah,Ibn

Sina,Al-Farabi, Ibn Thfayl, Ibn Bajjah, Ibn Rushd and others

who have either elaborated the institution of Khilafah;

emphasised the pragmatic politics; especially examined the

socio-political factors responsible for change; or rationalised

argumentatively in the light of Greek philosophy and thought. 

The second part of the paper deals with the

methodological problems the modern/western works on

classical political thought of Islam inherit. The scholar has

traced out the methodological incorrect foundations on

which the construction of modern works is made, namely

i) unity and universality in the cultural progress of the world, 

ii) generalisation and global application of the history of
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Europe, iii) domination of Greek heritage, iv) concentration on

the personalities as heroic characters, v) emphasis on the

format and the title, vi) highlighting the juristic perspectives,

and vii) concentration on the authority and power. The writer

has stressed the urgent need to elaborate the classical political

thought of Islam in its true perspective, keeping in view

essentially the Qur'an and the Sunnah as the only parameter to

examine.

Some English Translations of the Holy Qur'an
Correcting Some Mistakes

 Dr. Khurshid Ahmad Qadri
Asst. Professor, Dept. of Islamic Studies, 

G.C. University, Lahore
Email:khurshidahmadgcu@gmail.com

Quarterly'Tahqeeqat-e-Islam' is a well-reputed research

journal of 'Aligarh. The credibility and status of this Quarterly

is above board. But in spite of all the attributes it has to its

credit, there are two articles published in early 1990s which

have some wrong information. The present article mentions-

humbly - some of the facts which could not be quoted

correctly by the worthy researchers: Dr. Abdul-Latif Azam and

Syed Am?n-al-Hasan Rizvi.

'Abdullah Yusuf 'Ali had been an ICS officer and a

servant of Islam. He wrote a translation and commentary of the

Qur'an during 1934-37. It got great popularity throughout the

world with more than 200 editions. Marmaduke William

Pickthall was son of Mery O'Brien and Charles Grayson

Pickthall. He was born on 7th April 1875. Pickthall's
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acceptance of Islam was in 1917. His translation of the Holy

Qur'an, 'The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an has seen more

than 150 editions up till now. Pickthall breathed his last on

19th May 1936 and was buried in Brookwood Cemetery,

Surry, on 23rd May 1936. 

This article corrects with references the above

mentioned and some other quoted facts and figures.
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